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HEALTH & BEAUTY

CHEBE REPUBLIC CHEBE POWDER 50G AND KARKAR OIL - 100ML
Here is another exquisite piece from Canill, which as ever, has been lovingly and
gracefully created with you in mind. This piece is perfectly tailored to flatter every
body type. The short sleeve design makes it a demure wear while the unexpected
one sided drape and tie detail adds a playful twist making it absolutely gorgeous.
The beyond knee-length cut makes it perfect for not just work, but for other formal
occasions. This dress also features an impeccable backline finish and front slit for
fitting and practicality and is made from a multi pieces cutting pattern, expertly and
flawlessly put together and crafted from a carefully selected high-quality fabric.
Unlearn expensive styling. Get the very best for the very least. Expand your
wardrobe, not your budget!

USD208.25

CANILL is another way to say quality, value & style. Give your wardrobe a style
upgrade with the latest fashion trends fromCanill. Search Canill on the search bar
to check out your other quality favourites available onUSD245.00
our store right here on
Jumia at incredible value.

BUY

5

HEALTH & BEAUTY

NEW

MAYBELLINE THE COLLOSSAL
KAJAL (6 HR) - BLACK
Here is another exquisite piece from Canill, which as ever, has been lovingly and
gracefully created with you in mind. This piece is perfectly tailored to flatter every
body type. The short sleeve design makes it a demure wear while the unexpected
one sided drape and tie detail adds a playful twist making it absolutely gorgeous.
The beyond knee-length cut makes it perfect for not just work, but for other formal
occasions. This dress also features an impeccable backline finish and front slit for
fitting and practicality and is made from a multi pieces cutting pattern, expertly and
flawlessly put together and crafted from a carefully selected high-quality fabric.
Unlearn expensive styling. Get the very best for the very least. Expand your
wardrobe, not your budget!

USD130.05

CANILL is another way to say quality, value & style. Give your wardrobe a style
upgrade with the latest fashion trends fromCanill. Search Canill on the search bar
to check out your other quality favourites available onUSD153.00
our store right here on
Jumia at incredible value.

BUY

6

DRIED BEANS, GRAINS & RICE

NEW

MAMA'S PRIDE PREMIUM NIGERIA
PARBOILED RICE - 50KG
Here is another exquisite piece from Canill, which as ever, has been lovingly and
gracefully created with you in mind. This piece is perfectly tailored to flatter every
body type. The short sleeve design makes it a demure wear while the unexpected
one sided drape and tie detail adds a playful twist making it absolutely gorgeous.
The beyond knee-length cut makes it perfect for not just work, but for other formal
occasions. This dress also features an impeccable backline finish and front slit for
fitting and practicality and is made from a multi pieces cutting pattern, expertly and
flawlessly put together and crafted from a carefully selected high-quality fabric.
Unlearn expensive styling. Get the very best for the very least. Expand your
wardrobe, not your budget! CANILL is another way to say quality, value & style.
Give your wardrobe a style upgrade with the latest fashion trends fromCanill.
Search Canill on the search bar to check out your other quality favourites available
on our store right here on Jumia at incredible value.

USD1,274.15
USD1,499.00

BUY
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CANNED, JARRED & PACKAGED FOODS

GINO TOMATO PASTE - 70G (X 50)
Gino Double Concentrated Tomato Paste is made from a unique blend of choicest
ingredients drawn from different regions of the world. It is produced in one of the
world's largest processing facilities, using state-of-the-art equipment and
technology, and yet maintaining the traditional goodness of Tomato Paste. Gino
Double Concentrated Tomato Paste enhances the taste of every dish it is added
to and hence, makes every meal a celebration.
Buy Gino products from Jumia and enjoy the convenience of shopping securely
online and having products delivered to you nationwide at the best prices in
Nigeria.

USD212.50
USD250.00

BUY
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HONEYWELL FAMILY BUNDLE

HONEYWELL FAMILY BUNDLE
Here is another exquisite piece from Canill, which as ever, has been lovingly and
gracefully created with you in mind. This piece is perfectly tailored to flatter every
body type. The short sleeve design makes it a demure wear while the unexpected
one sided drape and tie detail adds a playful twist making it absolutely gorgeous.
The beyond knee-length cut makes it perfect for not just work, but for other formal
occasions. This dress also features an impeccable backline finish and front slit for
fitting and practicality and is made from a multi pieces cutting pattern, expertly and
flawlessly put together and crafted from a carefully selected high-quality fabric.
Unlearn expensive styling. Get the very best for the very least. Expand your
wardrobe, not your budget! CANILL is another way to say quality, value & style.
Give your wardrobe a style upgrade with the latest fashion trends fromCanill.
Search Canill on the search bar to check out your other quality favourites available
on our store right here on Jumia at incredible value.

USD0.00

BUY
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HERBS, SPICES & SEASONINGS

NEW

COOKING SEASONING SPICE +
KING'S OIL 1L & MAGGI NAIJA POT
Devon king's oil, is a healthy cooking oil, contains all the essential ingredient the
promotes good health and healthy living. Kings oil is a premium recommended
cooking oil for ever home. 100% pureLow cholesterolHealthy cooking oilLow
fatDucros Curry Powder Is A Unique Blend Of Aromatic Herbs And Spices,
Packed In An Air Tight Plastic Mini Pet Jar For A Long Shelf Life. Good for
seasoning and spicing soups, stews, gravies, meats, poultry products, and whole
lot of rice meals.Ducros Thyme Powder Is A Unique Blend Of Aromatic Herbs And
Spices, Packed In An Air Tight Plastic Mini Pet Jar For A Long Shelf Life. Good for
seasoning and spicing soups, stews, gravies, meats, poultry products, and whole
lot of rice mealsMaggi Naija Pot is gives the proper naija taste, made from natural
ingredient, smells delicious, melts naturally into dishes and has a rich, authentic
taste.Our Maggi soups help millions of people enjoy healthy, convenient meals
too. Soup can help you increase your daily consumption of vegetables and our
research studies show that people who eat more soup tend to have a lower Body
Mass Index, a lower fat intake and better cholesterol valuesDe
Rica Tomato Paste
USD210.00
is made from a perfect blend of freshly harvested tomatoes under a very high
standard of quality control and hygienic conditions.It is the perfect solution for the
preparation tomato stews and soups, jollof rice or pasta, and a wide variety of
meals. It is highly nutritious, containing a rich amount of vitamins.Mr. Chef pure
and iodized cooking salt is perfect for healthy cooking and delicious seasoning of
various types of meals.It is produced under a high quality control standard and has

USD178.50

BUY
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PAPER & PLASTIC

FAMILIA CLASSIC SINGLE ROLL (X
48)
Here is another exquisite piece from Canill, which as ever, has been lovingly and
gracefully created with you in mind. This piece is perfectly tailored to flatter every
body type. The short sleeve design makes it a demure wear while the unexpected
one sided drape and tie detail adds a playful twist making it absolutely gorgeous.
The beyond knee-length cut makes it perfect for not just work, but for other formal
occasions. This dress also features an impeccable backline finish and front slit for
fitting and practicality and is made from a multi pieces cutting pattern, expertly and
flawlessly put together and crafted from a carefully selected high-quality fabric.
Unlearn expensive styling. Get the very best for the very least. Expand your
wardrobe, not your budget! CANILL is another way to say quality, value & style.
Give your wardrobe a style upgrade with the latest fashion trends fromCanill.
Search Canill on the search bar to check out your other quality favourites available
on our store right here on Jumia at incredible value.

USD178.50
USD210.00

BUY
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BEVERAGES

SLIMMEX GREEN COFFEE BEANS 100G
Slimmex green coffee beans has been proven to reduce weight by increasing
body metabolism and burning off excessive fat. Containing fat-fighting compounds
and loaded with antioxidants and chlorogenic acid, it also boosts the immune
system due to the presence of antioxidant polyphenols. It also aids energy
production and blood circulation.

USD552.50
USD650.00

BUY

